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MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION OF
ELASTICOPLASTIC PROBLEM FOR PERFORATED

PLATE AT LONGITUDINAL SHEAR
Abstract

Doubly-periodic grating with circular apertures of radius � is considered.Symmetric linear cracks originate from the contours of apertures. The contoursof circular apertures and coasts of cracks are free of load.Two in�nite system of algebraic equations with respect to the coe�cient areobtained.The dependence of the parameter of the length of the plasticity stripe on thequantity of external load id found for di�erent values of cracks and radius ofcircular apertures.
Let we have doubly-periodic grating with circular apertures of radius � (� < 1)and centers at the points

Pmm = m!1 + n!2; (m;n = 0;�1;�2; :::) ;
!1 = 2; !2 = 2hi�; h > 0; Im!2 > 0 :

Symmetric rectangular cracks originate from contours of apertures. The contoursof circular apertures and crack faces are free of loads. Mean stress �y = �1y ; �x = 0(shear on in�nity) exist in grating. Then on continuation of rectangular cracks azone of prefracture will appear, where the material is deformed beyond the limitof elasticity. We'll replace this zone (l � d) similar as well as in Leonov-Panasyuk-Dagdeyl's [1] model, by a slit, whose opposite coasts are in a state of shear by stresses� s parallel to the axis OZ, where � s is a yield point of a material of a plate at shear.In the considered case fracture widening represents process of transition of do-main of prefracture (l � d) to domain of the broken o� connections between thecoasts of a crack.Similar to criterion of critical uncover of crack (CUC) we count, that it will takeplace when shear of surface of crack its tips will reach critical value �? for the givenmaterial. The condition of local distribution of a body in the case of longitudinalshear will have the form [2]:
2W (l; d; �) = �IIIS

Here W is the share of crack surface along its contours, � is the exterior load, atwhose achievement there occurs a mobile-balanced state of a body. For determininga mobile-balanced state of the perforated plate with cracks of longitudinal shear, itis necessary to consider a problem of linear theory of elasticity with discontinuitiesin the frames of the problem it is necessary to de�ne the unknown size of prefracturezone (l � d) (zone of plastic deformations). The �rst stripes of plasticity, by schemeof Leonov-Panasyuk-Dagadeyl will develop by lines on crack's continuation. Byvirtue of symmetry of boundary conditions and geometry of domain S, taken by
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material of a medium, the stresses are doubly periodic functions with basic periods!1 and !2.Under boundary conditions on contours of circular apertures and cracks, theproblem is reduced to de�nition of one analytic function F (Z) in domain S fromthe boundary conditions

F (�) ei� � F (�)e�i� = 0; (1)
F (t)� F (t) = c; (2)

where ei� +m!1 + n!2; m;n = 0;�1;�2; :::.t is an a�x of points of coasts of cracks and stripes of plasticity, c = 0 in thecoast of cracks and c = � s in lines of slip.We search the solution of boundary problem (1) and (2) in the form:
F (z) = F1 (z) + F2 (z) ; (3)

F1 (z) = 1�i
Z
L
g (t) � (t� z) dt+A ;

F2 (z) = �1y + 1X
k=0�2K+2�2K+2(2K) (z)(2K + 1)! (4)

where integrals in (4) are taken by line L = f[�l;��] + [�; l]g.The condition of constancy of the main vector of all forces, acting on the arc, con-necting two congruent points in S, reduces the properties of the function  (z) ; � (z)in the congruent points to the correlation
Im �A!j + i�ja� �2�2�j� = 0; (j = 1; 2) ;

a = � 1�
Z
L
tg (t) dt :

The unknown function g (t) and constants �2K must be de�ned from boundaryconditions (1)-(2). By virtue of execution of the conditions of doubly periodicity,system of boundary conditions (1) is replaced by one functional equation, for exam-ple, on contour j� j = �, and system of conditions (2) - by a boundary condition onL. Putting to the left-hand side of boundary condition (1) instead of F1 (�) ; F1 (�)their expansions to Laurent series at the neighbourhood of z = 0, and to right-handside (1) instead of f1 (�)+ if2 (�) Fourier series and comparing the coe�cients at thesame degrees exp (i�), we'll obtain two in�nite systems of algebraic equations withrespect to coe�cients �2k
1P
j=0�2j+2�j+2r0;j � �0 + �1y = A1;1P

j=0�2j+2�j+2rn;j�2n � �2n+2 = A2n+1: (5)
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Requiring the functions (5) to satisfy the boundary condition on L, we'll obtainthe singular integral equation with respect to g (x)

1�
Z
L
g (t) � (t� x) dt� Im [A+ F2 (x)] = c on L (6)

The mentioned systems (5) together with singular equation (6) are the basicequations of the problem, allowing to de�ne function g (x) and coe�cients �2K .Knowing the functions g (x) ; F2 (z) it is possible to �nd deected mode of a plate.The quantity (l � d), characterizing the length of stripes of plasticity (zone of pre-destruction) will enter into the solution of equation (6) as the unknown parameter,subject to de�nition. As stresses in a material are limited it is necessary to searchfor a solution of a singular integral equation (6) in a class of everywhere boundedfunctions (stresses). The condition of boundedness of stresses at the ends x = �lserves for de�nition of parameter l. By knowing this parameter it is possible to �ndthe length of plastic zones.For de�nition of a limiting (critical) level of exterior loads we use as criterion oflocal brittle destruction criterion of critical uncover of crack (CUC). According tothis criterion the crack will start to develop as soon as its uncovering at the top willreach limiting value �IIIS for the given material under the given conditions of
2W0 = �IIIS (7)

Here 2W0 = 2W (�l; 0) is a shear of surface's of crack in its tips (at the foun-dation of a predestruction zone) at x = �l.Using the obtained solution of an elasto-plastic problem we'll calculate displace-ment W (x; 0) in the predestruction domain on continuation of a crack
2W (x; l; �) = 2�

xZ
d
g (x) dx ; g (�x) = �g (x) : (8)

Here � is a parameter of exterior load.So, according to (7) and (8), condition, de�ning the limiting loads will be
� 2�

dZ g (x) dx = �IIIS (9)
The joint solution of the nonlinear system (5) and equation (6) allows to de�necritical dependence of exterior load on the length of cracks, sizes of a predestructionzone, the value of required function g (x) and coe�cients �2??. The obtained systemsare solved in computer by the Gauss method with a choice of a main element fordi�erent values of order n = 20; n = 30 depending on distance between apertures.Longitudinal shear of a triangular lattice !2 = !1e 1

3�i and square lattice !1 = 2;!2 = !1 � i with constant conditions �1y (�x = 0) was investigated.On the basis of a numerical solution the dependence of parameter of the lengthof a plasticity stripe (l� = l � d) from quantity of exterior load �1y =� s for variousvalues of cracks: (d� = d� �) and radius of circular apertures � is found.
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